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Abstract. Two wall paintings from the 19th century that were extracted from two 17 
different neo-classical mansions at Ioannina, Greece, were examined. In the sec-18 
ond wall painting, a bending phenomenon was observed after the utilization of 19 
the framing protocol during the preservation process. The specimens were stud-20 
ied with an integrated approach, combining stoichiometric, and spectroscopic 21 
techniques. Spectral profiling techniques were used as a first step in evaluating 22 
the composition variation between the two paintings. Computed Tomography 23 
was employed (μCT) for the examination of the structure of the substrate. Results 24 
indicated that the absence of reinforcement inside the second wall painting as 25 
well as the poor diffusion of the materials used for the preservation process was 26 
the primary cause for bending. 27 

Keywords: wall-painting, preservation, μCT. 28 

1 Introduction 29 

Cultural heritage artefact preservation is an integral part of archeology. Conservation 30 

techniques are being constantly improved for the optimal preservation of cultural her-31 

itage artefacts. Non-destructive evaluation techniques (NDT) are well-known for their 32 

ability to inspect and collect data from a structure or a material without damaging it. 33 

They are commonly used for the examination of cultural heritage objects since the eval-34 

uation of their condition must be performed without any intervention on their structure. 35 

The evaluation and identification of the materials of an artefact is fundamental for the 36 

design of a preservation or restoration strategy.  37 

Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy are widely 38 

used in the characterization of wall paintings, artefacts, artistic techniques, and gener-39 

ally in objects associated with cultural heritage. Both methodologies are non-destruc-40 

tive and qualitative and require a small sample for the analysis. The resulting spectrum 41 

represents a molecular fingerprint of the sample and can lead to the identification of the 42 

materials that are included. Laura Rampazzi used FTIR to identify aragonite and unu-43 

sual pigments in 16th Century wall paintings (1). X-ray micro-Computed Tomography 44 

(μCT) has been increasingly used in the fields of cultural heritage and archeology for 45 

its ability to evaluate the microstructure of the material (2). A 3D full-volume 46 
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inspection of the sample can provide useful information about the microstructure such 47 

as volumetric data, porosity, density fluctuations, and hidden micro-defects. One of the 48 

most important advantages of μCT is the potential to share digital data, allowing easier 49 

dissemination and reducing the risk of damage (3). 50 

Two wall paintings were restored by professional conservators with standard tech-51 

niques and compatible materials, simulating the mortars used by builders during the 52 

19th century. In this research, spectral and microscopic techniques have been imple-53 

mented for the examination of the two paintings. The campaign was designed to ascer-54 

tain the cause of structural deformation on one of the paintings after restoration i.e to 55 

explore the mechanisms that caused a bending phenomenon during the framing process. 56 

More specifically, two wall paintings from two different 19th-century neo-classical 57 

mansions at Ioannina, Greece were examined. The first painting (hereafter referred to 58 

P1) was examined as a reference. The second one (hereafter referred to as P2) exhibited 59 

a bending phenomenon as well as crack failure. The two paintings underwent a typical 60 

restoration process from the professionals that involved (i) the removal from the wall, 61 

(ii) rinsing with water and ethanol, (iii) coating with Primal acrylic paint for consolida-62 

tion of the plaster and curing for 24 hours, (iv) attachment on a framed canvas with a 63 

vinyl-based adhesive (Vinavil) and mortar mixture and (v) drying in room temperature. 64 

Upon the end of the process, it was observed that P2 exhibited bending which caused 65 

its surface to curve outwards and fracture. The performed analysis aimed at identifying 66 

the causes of this bending that ultimately led to the damage of the second painting, both 67 

in terms of the materials involved in the restoration process and in terms of the resulting 68 

microstructure. 69 

2 Materials & Methods 70 

2.1 Materials 71 

For both paintings, samples were extracted from the surface painted layer (P1Z, P2Z) 72 

and from the substrate plasters (bonding material with the wall) (P1K, P2K) as can be 73 

seen in Figure 1.  74 

Fig. 1: Designation of samples. 75 

Painting 1 

(P1) 
 

P1z 

P1K 
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Painting 2 

(P2) 

 

P2z

P2K 

2.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 76 

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns of the materials were collected on a D8 Ad-77 

vance Bruker diffractometer using Cu Ka (40 kV, 40 mA, λ = 1.541 78 Å) radiation 78 

and a secondary beam graphite monochromator (measurement conditions: 2θ = 10–80 79 

degrees, in steps of 0.02 degrees and 2 s counting time per step). 80 

2.3 Raman spectroscopy 81 

Raman spectroscopy was employed using a Labram HR – Horiba confocal Raman mi-82 

croscope. A diode laser operating at 784 nm was used for the excitation of the Raman 83 

activity with 1 mW at the focal plane. An optical microscope with a 50 × objective was 84 

used both for laser delivery and for the collection of the Raman back-scattered light. 85 

Raman spectra were acquired in the range of 100–3500 cm-1. 86 

2.4 Fourier Transform InfraRed spectroscopy-FTIR 87 

Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy was performed on powdered samples dispersed in KBr 88 

pellets with a JASCO FT/IR-6000 Fourier Transform spectrometer. The obtained spec-89 

tra were averaged over 32 scans at 4 cm−1 resolution in the wavenumber range of 400–90 

4000 cm−1. 91 

2.5 Micro-computed tomography (μCT) 92 

The X-ray micro-computed tomography was used for the examination of the internal 93 

structure of the two paintings. A 3D X-ray microscope SKYSCAN 1275 by Bruker SA 94 

was used. The X-ray Source had a range of 40-100 kV. Reconstruction and analysis of 95 

the paintings were performed in the appropriate software by Bruker SA. 96 

3 Results 97 

3.1 XRD 98 

Figure 2 (left) presents the XRD spectra of P1Z and P2Z. Both XRD patterns were very 99 

similar with several mineral phases being observed. As shown, calcite was the main 100 

phase identified, followed by dolomite, gypsum, and quartz, confirming the results of 101 

Raman and FTIR spectroscopies presented after. Figure 2 (right) depicts the XRD 102 
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spectra of P1K and P2K samples. Both XRD patterns were very similar to the previous. 103 

As was observed, calcite was the main phase identified, followed by dolomite and 104 

quartz. However, in the P2K sample manganite and another form of calcium carbonate, 105 

aragonite, were observed. 106 

 107 
Fig. 2. XRD spectra of P1Z and P2Z samples (left) and P1K and P2K samples (right). C=Calcite, 108 

D=Dolomite, Q= Quartz, G=Gypsum, M= Manganite, Ag= Ag2O3, A=Aragonite. 109 

 110 

3.2 Raman Spectroscopy 111 

 112 
Fig. 3. (a) Raman spectra of P1K and P2K samples, (b) Raman spectra of P1K and P2K sam-113 

ples in comparison to crystalline phases detected through XRD. 114 

 115 

Figure 3(a) presents the Raman spectra of P1K and P2K samples from P1 and P2 respec-116 

tively. Table 1 presents the peak assignment and detailed information about the vibra-117 

tional modes based on the bibliography. It is obvious that both samples showed similar 118 

spectral features until certain frequencies, which can be mainly attributed to calcite (4). 119 

Also, both spectra exhibit a band at 369 cm-1, which was relatively weak for the P1K, 120 
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while seems to be more intense at the P2K spectrum and can be possibly rendered to 121 

more gypsum existence in the P2K (5,6). On the other hand, the two spectra exhibited 122 

certain differences at low frequencies, such as the low intense peak 206 cm-1 (from the 123 

aragonite (7)) at the P2K (figure 3a- inset magnified region) which was absent at the 124 

P1K. Also, in the P1K, the low intense band at 466 cm-1 was attributed to quartz but did 125 

not appear in the P2K. However, it is obvious that the main differences of the samples 126 

were those displayed at high frequencies for the P2K. Those bands can be attributed to 127 

egg white, which according to literature was commonly used as a binder (8), or to ca-128 

sein, an ingredient extracted from cow’s milk (9). The analyzed results of the Raman 129 

spectra of the P1K and P2K were in good agreement with XRD. Additionally, in figure 130 

3(b) the crystalline phases of calcite, aragonite, quartz, gypsum, and manganite along 131 

with P1K and P2K spectra are presented, for optical investigation. It is clear that the 132 

characteristic peaks of the spectra correspond to the phases referred to above. 133 

Table 1. Raman Peak Analysis differences between P1K and P2k samples 134 

Frequency 

Shift (cm-1) 
P1K P2k Assingment 

Crystal 

polymorphs 

206 - ✓ Symmetric single degenerate (7) Aragonite 

466 ✓ - 
Symmetric stretching vibrations of Si-O-

Si bonds(10,11) 
Quartz 

1264 - ✓ Amide III  (8) Egg white 

1375 - ✓ 
Bending (deformation vibrations of methyle 

group-CH2, δ(CH3) (8) 

Egg white 

1463 - ✓ 
Bending (deformation vibrations of meth-

ylene group-CH2) (8) 

Egg white 

1588 - ✓ Stretching vibrations (Amide I) (12) Casein 

1698 - ✓ 
Stretching vibrations of the (C=O) pep-

tidic bonds of Amide I (8), (12) 
Egg white/ Casein 

1757 - ✓ v(C=O) fatty acid esters (8) Egg white 

 135 
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 136 

Fig. 4. (a) Raman spectra of P1z and P2z samples, (b) Raman spectra of P1z and P2z sam-137 

ples in comparison to crystalline phases detected through XRD. 138 

Samples P1z and P2z come from the painting substrate of the wall paintings. The two 139 

spectra are identical (figure 4a), except from some slight differences. Peaks that corre-140 

spond to aragonite appear also in these samples, at 206 cm-1 for the P1Z sample and 141 

slightly displaced at 220 cm-1 for the P2Z sample respectively. The broad band at 1446 142 

cm-1 corresponds to calcite, while the band at 1436 cm-1 can be possibly attributed to 143 

dolomite [10]. Table 2 presents the peaks assignment and the vibrational modes differ-144 

ences between the two samples based on the bibliography. The Raman analysis of the 145 

1Ζ and 2Ζ samples are in good agreement with XRD as previously. Figure 4(b) presents 146 

the crystalline phases detected with XRD for comparison with the P1z and P2z samples.  147 

 148 

Table 2: Raman Peak Analysis differences for P1z and P2z samples 149 

Frequency 

Shift (cm-1) 
P1z P2z Assignment 

Crystal 

polymorphs 

1436 - ✓ Asymmetric stretching modes (CO3)2- (13) Dolomite 

1446 ✓ - Asymmetric stretching modes (CO3)2- (13) Calcite 

 150 

3.3 FTIR 151 

Mid-IR spectra of P1K and P2K demonstrate several bands that appeared in both samples 152 

[Figure 4(a)]. In Table 3 the peak assignment and the vibrational modes are illustrated. 153 

The characteristic bands of calcite are present, in good agreement with Raman spectra 154 

(14). Also, both samples show low intense bands at 1027 cm-1 and 1631 cm-1 as well as 155 

a broad peak at 3434 cm-1 in both samples which were assigned to gypsum (15). 156 
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However, the two spectra exhibited certain differences, such as the additional low-in-157 

tensity sharp band at 852 cm-1 and a small shoulder at 1489 cm-1, observed in the P2K 158 

sample, which was probably due to an additional form of calcium carbonate, aragonite 159 

(16). Figure 4(b) provides a comparison among the P1K and P2K spectra with crystalline 160 

phases detected through XRD.  161 

 162 

 163 
Fig. 5. (a) FT-IR spectra of P1K and P2K samples, (b) FT-IR of P1K and P2K samples in 164 

comparison to crystalline phases detected through XRD. 165 

Table 3: Mid- Infrared Peak Analysis for P1K and P2k samples 166 

Frequency 

Shift (cm-1) 
P1K P2K Assignment 

Crystal 

polymorphs 

852 - ✓ Out of plane bending vibrations (16) Aragonite 

1489 - ✓ C-O bending modes (17) Calcite 

 167 

The P1Z and P2Z originate from the painting substrate of the wall paintings and also 168 

exhibit bands attributed to calcite and aragonite (figure 6a). The area both mansions are 169 

build is a high-humidity environment that favors the formation of natural aragonite 170 

(18).  171 

The only difference presented was the low intense band at 852 cm-1 at the P2Z sample, 172 

which is attributed to the silicate phase of dolomite (19) and was absent in the P1z 173 

spectrum. Table 4 presents the characteristic peaks of the spectra. However, even 174 

though the XRD did not show gypsum existence in the P1Z, infrared peaks at 1631 cm-175 
1 and 2515 cm-1 could possibly be rendered to gypsum (15). The assignment of the 176 

absorption bands analyzed before is more obvious in figure 6b. It is also important to 177 

pinpoint that the mid-IR analysis was in good agreement with Raman spectroscopy.  178 

 179 
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 180 

Fig. 6. (a) Mid-IR spectra of P1z and P2z samples, (b) Mid-IR spectra of P1z and P2z samples 181 
in comparison to crystalline phases detected through XRD. 182 

Table 4. Mid- Infrared Peak Analysis differences between P1z and P2z samples 183 

Frequency 

Shift (cm-1) 
P1z P2z Assignment 

Crystal 

polymorphs 

852 - ✓ Si-O vibration of the silicate phase (19) Dolomite 

1793 - ✓ 
Symmetric stretching vibration (CO3) 

(20) 
Calcite 

3.4 Micro-CT 184 

 185 

Fig.7. a) μCT slice of "WP 1”, b) μCT slice of "WP 2". 186 

Figure 7 shows CT images of the two wall-paintings (containing both the painted layers 187 

and the plaster substrate) obtained at 40 kV.The structure, from pores or internal defects 188 

(black areas) and the mortar (white areas), are clearly visible. The reconstruction of the 189 

raw μCT data was performed in Nrecon software. Slices of the materials were extracted, 190 

and qualitative analysis was performed in CTAn software. A representative region of 191 

interest (ROI) of 3 mm3 was selected for both samples due to their geometrical anisot-192 

ropy (Figure 8). Binary images were obtained to extract information about the porous 193 

volume after filtering with a gaussian filter and thresholding using integrated plug-ins 194 

of the CTAn software. The porosity of each sample was measured per CT slice and for 195 
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the selected volume of interest as a whole. The P2 sample had a total porosity of 7 % 196 

compared to the 22 % of the P1 The structure of the two paintings differs due to the 197 

inclusion of natural fibers as a reinforcing agent in P1  198 

During the preservation process, at the third step, a coating of Primal acrylic paint and 199 

then a mixture of Vinavil and mortar were applied to consolidate and strengthen the 200 

initial substrate of the painting. The applied adhesion to P1 was successful due to the 201 

higher porosity since the mixture was able to diffuse into the pores of the structure 202 

evenly. As observed by other researchers, the addition of fibers in mortars absorb part 203 

of the transformation energy and contributes to volume stability as they don’t permit 204 

the collapse of the structure after the application of load (21). Other researchers report 205 

that fibers increase flexural strength from bending tests as much as 100% compared to 206 

plain mortars (22).  207 

In contrast, P2 had low porosity due to its different microstructure. The absence of 208 

fibers could also affect the stiffness of the material. As observed by the preservation 209 

team the consolidant did not diffuse evenly into the substrate. Upon the hydration of 210 

the mortar/Vinavil mixture, the uneven distribution of the Primal caused differential 211 

strains at random sites and ultimately bending and microcracking. 212 

 213 

Fig. 8. Regions of interest of the two samples. 214 

 215 
Fig. 9. Fibers introduce crack deflection mechanisms in the mortars. 216 

4 Conclusions 217 

Two wall paintings were compared in their structure and materials since one of them 218 

was damaged during its preservation process. The first painting was used as a reference 219 

since it was not affected by the preservation process. A bending phenomenon was ob-220 

served during the framing protocol of the second painting when followed by the con-221 

servators. A complete characterization of the materials included in the substrate of the 222 

painting was performed using a variety of NDE techniques to identify any differences 223 

in their structure. Micro-CT (μCT) was used for the evaluation of the internal structure 224 

and porosity of the samples. 225 
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Information extracted through vibrational spectroscopies provided a clear view of the 226 

materials included in the two samples. Vibrational Spectroscopies (Raman and mid-IR) 227 

and XRD revealed almost identical spectra, with certain differences in some of the ma-228 

terials included such as the existence of egg white. The P2 contained more gypsum in 229 

its structure as confirmed by FTIR, Raman, and XRD. These differences may affect the 230 

stiffness of the material as well as its strength.  231 

After μCT characterization of the two samples, it was observed, that P2 which was 232 

damaged, did not have any reinforcing materials (natural fibers, etc.) in its structure. 233 

The absence of any reinforcement led to bending and failure since the painting could 234 

not sustain the load from the shrinkage of the mortar mixture placed during the framing 235 

protocol. 236 
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